
Start of a new series: Parables of Jesus, as told by Luke

Why are we looking at this series?

1. Parables are full of rich teaching by Jesus – they 

work on many levels – but the full meaning is 

revealed by Holy Spirit.  Some will have only heard 

parables taught as moral stories, perhaps at 

school.  But they are packed with much more 

significant truths than just being moral stories

1. Luke 8:9-10

2. And when his disciples asked him what this 

parable meant, he said, “To you it has been 

given to know the secrets of the kingdom of 
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God, but for others they are in parables, 

so that ‘seeing they may not see, and 

hearing they may not understand’. – so 

parables are like God’s secret code to us so 

that His children get the full message

2. They speak to us today regardless of whether we 

have been Christians for 5 minutes or 5 decades

3. We can skip over them, thinking we already know 

them – without actually knowing them

4. As we pursue prophetic pictures and dream 

interpretation, they help us understand the 

metaphors that God speaks in and teach us how 

to go deeper into what He is trying to speak to us

We are looking at the parables recorded by Luke –

unlike the other three gospels that are written by eye 

witnesses, Luke – a doctor by trade – who is 

commissioned by Theophilus to investigate everything 

about Jesus (Acts 1:1).  So Luke gathers these by 

talking to those who were there at the time, to create 

his account of Jesus’ life and ministry. 

Some helpful foundations to understanding parables
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PARABLES OF JESUS A S TOLD BY LUKE

Foundations to Understanding Parables

3 Types of Parable

Didactic, having a lesson or 
teaching purpose

Evangelic, concerned with 
those outside of Christ (non-
believers)

Prophetic and Judicial, having 
an emphasis on preparation for 
Christ’s return and the end of 
the age.

Helpful rules for 
interpreting Parables

What is the main teaching point 
of the parable?

What type of parable is it?

Who are the main characters, 
who do they represent, 
who/what gets the most space 
etc.?

How does this parable apply to 
my life?

4 Questions to try and 
answer

What does this story tell us 
about God'?

What does this story tell us 
about people'?

Is there a command to obey, 
an example to follow or a 
promise to live by'?

How does this apply to my life'?

3 Types of Parable:
1. Didactic, having a lesson or teaching purpose

2. Evangelic, concerned with those outside of Christ 

(non-believers)

3. Prophetic and Judicial, having an emphasis on 

preparation for Christ’s return and the end of the age.
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Foundations to Understanding Parables

3 Types of Parable

Didactic, having a lesson or 
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who/what gets the most space 
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What does this story tell us 
about God'?

What does this story tell us 
about people'?

Is there a command to obey, 
an example to follow or a 
promise to live by'?
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Helpful rules for interpreting Parables:
1. What is the main teaching point of the parable?

2. What type of parable is it?

3. Who are the main characters, who do they 

represent, who/what gets the most space etc.?

4. How does this parable apply to my life?
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Foundations to Understanding Parables

3 Types of Parable

Didactic, having a lesson or 
teaching purpose

Evangelic, concerned with 
those outside of Christ (non-
believers)

Prophetic and Judicial, having 
an emphasis on preparation for 
Christ’s return and the end of 
the age.
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interpreting Parables

What is the main teaching point 
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who do they represent, 
who/what gets the most space 
etc.?

How does this parable apply to 
my life?
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What does this story tell us 
about God'?

What does this story tell us 
about people'?

Is there a command to obey, 
an example to follow or a 
promise to live by'?

How does this apply to my life'?

4 Questions to try and answer (taken from our 

discipleship material):
1. What does this story tell us about God'?

2. What does this story tell us about people'?

3. Is there a command to obey, an example to follow 

or a promise to live by'?

4. How does this apply to my life'?
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

LUKE 5:33-39

One day some people said to Jesus, “John the Baptist’s disciples 

fast and pray regularly, and so do the disciples of the Pharisees. 

Why are your disciples always eating and drinking?”

Jesus responded, “Do wedding guests fast while celebrating with 

the groom? Of course not. But someday the groom will be taken 

away from them, and then they will fast.”
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

Then Jesus gave them this illustration: “No one tears a piece of 

cloth from a new garment and uses it to patch an old garment. 

For then the new garment would be ruined, and the new patch 

wouldn’t even match the old garment.

“And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. For the new wine 

would burst the wineskins, spilling the wine and ruining the skins. 

New wine must be stored in new wineskins. But no one who drinks 

the old wine seems to want the new wine. ‘The old is just fine,’ 

they say.”

NLT
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

• What type of parable is today’s?

Today’s parable is a Didactic parable – that is to say 

it is one that has a lesson or teaching purpose.
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

• What type of parable is today’s?

• The heart behind the question

Jesus tells the parable of the new and old wineskins 

on the back of a question that is about fasting…. Or is 

it.

See, the first thing Jesus does is discern the heart of 

the question.

Here is an apparently innocent question about fasting 

– we have we fasted for years, and yet you and your 

disciples don’t fast?  At a surface level, that seems 

like a reasonable question – right?

Well no – not really.  The question whilst innocent 

enough has a much deeper meaning…
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The question is: Why don’t you keep the rules?  (Most 

scholars agree that there are 613 commands to be 

kept in the OT)   Who do you think you are to come 

along and disturb what we’ve always been doing?   

Why are you changing what we are comfortable 

with?

And we can have a tendency to do the same in our 

lives – and we bring that into Church to….  But hang 

on a minute, we say, we’ve always done it that 

way….

So Jesus discerns that the question is not really about 

fasting at all.

Being able to discern is so important.  When we are 

asked a question, or someone tells us something – ask 

yourself why are they telling me that or asking me 

that question – it really does reveal the heart.  In Luke 

6:45 we are told “What you say flows from what is in 

your heart.”

Many years ago someone asked me about whether 

their tithe (some teach 10%) should include the bonus 

they had just received.

On the surface, again a reasonable question.  But 

what is the real heart? The question is really – how 

little can I get away with giving back to God?

• It reveals the foundation of the individuals 
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relationship with Father God

• It reveals the heart – When I give to my loved ones, 

I want to give as generously as I can – not 

calculate how little I can get away with

• It reveals more beside, but I don’t want us to get 

distracted or judgemental over this specific 

question

However – there is a principle, that we must learn to 

discern as Jesus discerned, with the help of Holy Spirit.
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

• What type of parable is today’s?

• The heart behind the question

• What do old wineskins look like?

Old wineskins:

• Love tradition – now I am not suggesting that 

tradition is necessarily bad.  There are some 

traditions I love.  But they are bad if they stop God 

doing a new thing

• Love the Law – so many of us want to know what 

we should and should not do – to be told how to 

behave.  But Jesus says not law but grace.  You 

are not saved by keeping laws, you are saved 

because of who I am and what I have done for 

you, and if you love me then….  Love God, love 

your neighbour
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• Resist change – but we’ve always done it that way

• Have a ‘closed mindset’
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

• What type of parable is today’s?

• The heart behind the question

• What do old wineskins look like?

• What do new wineskins look like?

New wineskins:

• Appreciate that God is always doing a new thing 

in our lives. The thing is, we can't experience them 

fully and benefit from them the way we are 

intended to if we aren't ready for them. In fact, we 

will even suffer from these new things if we aren't 

ready for them.

• Realise that old wineskins will burst when new wine 

is poured on them. This means that old mindsets, 

even if based on Godly principles, still won't be 

able to handle new and creative ideas fresh out of 

a revelation from God's word. This is what 
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happened to the Pharisees.  So new wineskins, 

have open or growth mindsets

• In summary, New wineskin equals a readiness for 

the new things of God.
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

• What type of parable is today’s?

• The heart behind the question

• What do old wineskins look like?

• What do new wineskins look like?

• Do you want to be a new wineskin?

If we want to be able to receive Jesus' teachings, 

we've got to become new wineskins. 

If we want to be able to receive and embrace new 

revelation from God's word, we've got to become 

new wineskins. 

Do you want to be a new wineskin? If you do, here's 

something that you should do:

Stop enjoying old wine.

That's it?
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People remain old wineskins because they still enjoy 

old wine. 

• They enjoy what's familiar to them. 

• They don’t leave their comfort zones. 

• They aren't willing to trade what they find 

comfortable and trustworthy for something that 

can only be done through faith.

The Lord Jesus Himself said that old wineskins stay that 

way because they can't embrace the new wine
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

Helpful rules for 
interpreting Parables

What is the main teaching point of 
the parable?

What type of parable is it?

Who are the main characters, who do 
they represent, who/what gets the 
most space etc.?

How does this parable apply to my 
life?

Be a new wineskin to enjoy 
the new things God has for 

us
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New Wine into Old Wineskins

Didactic: it has a teaching 
purpose

Helpful rules for 
interpreting Parables
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most space etc.?
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us
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Helpful rules for 
interpreting Parables

What is the main teaching point of 
the parable?

What type of parable is it?

Who are the main characters, who do 
they represent, who/what gets the 
most space etc.?

How does this parable apply to my 
life?

Be a new wineskin to enjoy 
the new things God has for 

us

Us: we can chose to be 
like the questioners (old 

wineskins) or like the 
disciples (new wineskins)
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Comfort zone, or a faith 
filled adventure?

At King’s, we’ve opened up to a faith-filled 

adventure.  

But I believe that God has not called us to be 

comfortable, but to trust Him for the new and better 

things He has for us.

We were reminded a few weeks ago of this passage 

from Isaiah:

"Do not remember the former things, nor consider the 

things of old. Behold, I will do a new thing, now it shall 

spring forth; Shall you not know it? I will even make a 

road in the wilderness and rivers in the desert." (Isaiah 
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43:18-19)

This parable teaches us that we've got to let go of the 

boxes of familiarity and comfort we have sometimes 

stuffed ourselves in. We've got to throw away all the 

limited perceptions that we have about God and 

what He can do. We've got to trust and follow His 

word by faith.

Are you going to be a new wineskin and come on 

our faith-filled adventure?

PRAY

- Old wineskin beliefs and practices revealed and 

dealt with

- That we become new wineskins
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